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eCompleatInvoice

Purchase invoice automation
eCompleatInvoice is an invoice capture, tracking and approval processing application. It helps accounts
payable and finance teams simplify and control invoice management by accelerating the invoice approvals
process with budget holders, and by giving them full visibility on the invoice life cycle. It extends the capabilities
of your existing accounting or ERP software through tight integration.

Your benefits

Features & capabilities

Automate accounts payable and remove all paper instantly and forever.

Scalability

Full visibility of the status of every invoice for everyone
who needs to know – in real time!

Finance teams can more accurately forecast and manage cash
flow with a much faster month-end close. Budget holders gain
full visibility of their spend with every supplier, every current and
historic transaction, and their available budget.

Fast invoice approvals from any device

Speed up your invoice approvals with our mobile apps for
Microsoft, Android and Apple. They also enable approvers to
review the image of the invoice, check general ledger analysis
and approve or deny invoices 24x7 form any location.

Cut data entry and help your people work smarter

With fully automated invoice capture, accounts payable teams
no longer need to type in all invoice information. This reduces
the risk of errors and save time from filing, printing and searching
invoices.

Go paperless from day one

There are no commercial or legal reasons to retain a paperbased accounts payable process. Going paperless means time
saved, better environmental practices and reduced costs.
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Invoice capture and approval automation
makes removing paper simple and fast
whether you process 1,000 invoices or
250,000+ per year.

Support all invoice formats

We capture all invoice formats, including EDI,
XML data, PDF, text, Word, Excel, OCR import
and scanned paper invoices.

Replace OCR technology

We are replacing existing OCR solutions to
save you time and resources. Our technology
is considerably faster and cheaper than these
legacy technologies.

Comprehensive document management

All invoices are captured and tracked, and
accessible from any connected device with a
full audit trail. The process is fully compliant
with HMRC/VAT regulations.

Add eCompleatOrder

Simple and fast purchase order creation and
approvals enables the automated capture and
matching of every invoice to orders, ensuring
the right price is paid for every purchase.
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Get the COMPLEAT advantage
We offer a powerful modular software suite specifically designed to overcome financial and budget
management challenges that totally transforms corporate spend management.

Modular design

Integration

Mobile

Each Compleat module can be
deployed independently.
Available in the cloud
or on-premise.

Simple integration with your existing
accounting/ERP software. We extend
the capabilities of your existing ERP
using our out-of-the-box connectors included in the price of our software.

Information at your fingertips,
from any connected device.
Information is power and instant
access creates more effective
people that make smarter, betterinformed decisions.

Dashboard and reporting

Document management

Security

Get the full view of spend
during transaction entry and
analyse trends and variances
with pre-defined reports and
dashboards.

The next generation of document
management, including
sophisticated search of all digital
resources for every user.

Users are allocated a security
profile that controls access,
ensuring everyone only has
access to the appropriate
information and processes.

Compleat Software is a leading provider of smart spend software available for businesses of all sizes. This powerful, modular
software empowers businesses to eliminate paper, unite finance, procurement and budget holders and gain an accurate, real-time
view of company finances and budget availability. Offering the next generation of purchasing and budget management automation
at an affordable cost, this purchase to pay software delivers a single seamless, paperless process that incorporates e-invoicing,
purchase invoice approval, purchase order and receipting, employee expenses, contract management with comprehensive
dashboards and reporting for every user.
For further information, please visit www.compleatsoftware.com. Follow Compleat on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn for the latest
news & insights.

compleat@compleatsoftware.com
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